
You will enjoy the benefit of coaching from our Senior LHARTs who 

have maintained active Reiki teaching schedules and Reiki practices 

for many years and some LHART’S have extensive teaching and cur-

riculum design experience in other disciplines in both the public and 

private sector.  They are committed to helping other Reiki Master 

Teachers achieve their professional and personal goals. 

The Life Holistic Authorized Reiki Teacher Program  

A Comprehensive Mentoring Program for Reiki Master Teachers 

 

Benefits Include: 
 

-You receive a professional level 

of credentialing in Usui/Tibetan 

Reiki which allows LHARTs to 

provide Continuing Education 

Hours for Licensed Massage 

Therapists & other modalities  as 

they become available 

 

-Training opportunities for Student 

Teachers to learn from experience, 

while developing a thorough  

understanding of Reiki through  

relevant personal experiences. 

 

-Support and direction from either 

a Senior LHART or the Director. 

 

-Growth opportunities among our 

Authorized and Senior Teachers, 

as they serve as mentors, coaches 

& reviewers while assisting  

Student Teachers. 

 

-Gain A solid Code of Ethics 

which ensures that all of our teach-

ers understand what is expected as 

a Reiki Master so that they can op-

erate with integrity and serve oth-

ers in the best ways possible.   

 

-Become an confident, competent, 

cooperative, ethical, Reiki Master 

with sound business practices, and 

effective teaching skills. 

The LHART classes incorporate the latest scholarly research, 

and techniques within the Reiki community, and promote 

ongoing development of a standardized, consistent method of 

teaching classes, as outlined by the Center, while incorporating 

the best suggestions from our authorized teachers. 

Dr. Anthony Wojnar, D.D., 

RMT, Director, Life Holistic 

Center LLC,   80 Park Terrace 

Road, Mountain Top, PA 18707 

Phone: 570-868-6635 

lifeholisticreiki.com 

lifeholistics@hotmail.com 

Our Director, Dr. Anthony V. Wojnar, D.D., RMT, OBT, has been  

a spiritual seeker and student of energy-based healing for over 40 years.  

For at least 15 years, he has been a Reiki Teacher and Practitioner 

with humans and animals, a Tai Chi teacher, a Qigong teacher, 

and Shiatsu practitioner.  He is also involved in a heart-based  

ministry as a Minister. and Chaplin. 

The purpose of the Life Holistic Authorized Teacher 

( L HART )  Program is to produce competent, confident, 

quality teachers, to represent Reiki and the LHART in a  

professional manner.  


